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Addio al premio Nobel per la fisica
Riccardo Giacconi

Aveva 87 anni. Insignito del Nobel per la fisica nel
2002, Giacconi è da tutti riconosciuto come padre e
fondatore dell'astronomia a raggi X. A lui si deve la
scoperta di Scorpius X-1, ma anche il lancio del
satellite Uhuru della Nasa

(foto: Roberto Serra/Iguana Press/Getty Images)

Dopo aver mostrato al mondo il cuore violento dell’Universo, è scomparso a

San Diego, a 87 anni e due mesi di età, l’astrofisico Riccardo Giacconi, di

origini italiane e naturalizzato statunitense. La notizia è stata confermata,

per primo, dall’Istituto nazionale di astrofisica (l’Inaf). Giacconi è noto

soprattutto per aver vinto nel 2002, insieme a Raymond Davis Jr e Masatoshi

Koshiba, il premio Nobel per la fisica, grazie ai suoi contributi pionieristici

nel campo dell’astronomia basata sui raggi X

VIDEO
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X-ray Astronomy: towards the next 50 years! 
Conference in Riccardo’s honor, Milano 1- 5 Oct 2012
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http://edu.inaf.it/index.php/riccardo-giacconi-in-milano/
Anna Wolter, Luigi Stella and contributions by O. Citterio, G. Tagliaferri, A. Renzini. 
G. Pareschi, G. Trinchieri and the movie of the last interview in Italy with P. Bianucci
at the Brera Observatory

http://edu.inaf.it/index.php/riccardo-giacconi-in-milano/


First grazing Incidence Mirror …and X-
ray astronomical optics concepts!

Bonaventura Cavalieri, 1632 Giacconi & Rossi, 1960



The Attempt to Build a Wide-
Field X-Ray Telescope (from “Secrets 
of the Haory Deep)

“I started thinking whether it might not be possible to dedicate a 
smaller mission to this one task, and realized that we could make up 
for the lesser sensitivity of a smaller mirror with wider field optics, 
which needed only to be invented.
….
I discussed this possibility with STScI staff members Chris Burrows 
and Richard Burg, and we considered optics systems based on two-
reflection grazing incidence, in which the reflecting surfaces could be 
high-order polynomials rather than conics. 
….
Chris was able to obtain solutions that would achieve angular 
resolutions of 2.5 arcsec over a field of 28 arcmin radius. We 
submitted these results in April 1990 in a letter to Astrophysical 
Journal Letters, which was not published until June 1992.
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Schwarzschild & Aplanatic Telescopes
1905: Karl Schwarzschild solved the Seidel ‘s equations for spherical
aberration and coma finding a relation between parameters capable to 
make a telescope aplanatic. (Couder 1926 è also correction of 
astigmatism with corved focal plane)

“For any geometry, 2 aspheric mirrors allow the correction of SI and SII to 
give an aplanatic telescope”
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Technological obstacle: Aspherical Optics manufacturing

Schwarzschild telescope
KS: f/3.0
bS1= -13.5 (Hyperbola)
bS2= 1.963 (Spheroid)
FoV:2.8 deg
RMSedge~12’’

4 m SC ASTRI Cherenkov telescope, Mount Etna, Sicily



Schwarzschild theory first practical application: 
X-ray telescopes

1952a: Wolter solved the Abbe condition for grazing incidence angles.
Under the assumption that FP>>L. Coma is small (but it still suffers from field
curvature and astigmatism)
1952b: H. Wolter solved Schwarzschild condition for grazing incidence
angles. Wolter-Schwarzschild design è Coma is eliminated (but not field
curvature and astigmatism)

Ø Perfect on-axis imagery
Ø Focal length shortening

Wolter I:Typical incidence angle < 1 deg
Used for X-rays (E>1 keV) imaging

Wolter II
Typical incidence angle < 10 deg
Used for XUV and UV imaging
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X-ray telescopes: Polynomial

1992: Burrow, Burgs, Giacconi proposed to modify the X-ray telescope
(CHANDRA) design with Schwarzschild-like polynomial solution togeher
with the use of small mirror/focal lengths ratio

CHANDRA

9

Burrows, C. J., Burg, R., & Giacconi, R. 1992, ApJ, 392, 
760 

Solving Seidel conditions
On axis

Ray-tracing optimization
On the FoV

Ø Defines the surface profile allowing higher
order polynomials admitted

Ø Optimization of the imagery quality is on the
FoV



Polynomial profiles
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Mirrors are 
usually built in 
the WOLTER-I
which provides, 
in principle, 
perfect on-axis 
images
But rapid 
degradation 
with increasing 
off-axis angles 
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See Burrows, Burgh and Giacconi (1992), Conconi et al. (2010)

Optimization 
with  
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profiles increase 
the angular 
resolution at 
large off-axis 
positions but 
degrading the 
on-axis 
performances



Small aspect ratio optics

• mechanical behavior closer to a “belt-like”
configuration rather than a “tube-like”

• border effect errors with a much higher weight in 
determining the PSF

• angular resolution more strongly affected by the 
slope errors caused by out-of-phase azimuthal 
errors

èIncreased difficulty in reaching very good angular 
resolution
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WFXT prototypes in SiC by epoxy replication

WFXT (epoxy replication 
on SiC) – Ø = 60 cm

Height = 20 cm

F. L. = 300 cm

HEW = 10 arcsec @ 0.1 keV

Tests @ Panter-
MPE & Marshall 
XRF

Ref:. O. Citterio, et al., ”, SPIE 
Proc., 3766, 198 (1999)
Ghigo et al., SPIE Proc., 3766, 
209 (1999)Tuesday Jan 20, 2009 WFXT

Polynomial mirrors developed in Italy for the WFXT mission 
(1998-2001, see Chincarini et al. ‘98)



Parameter Design
Number of Modules 3

Material Fused Silica

Configuration Polynomial Profile

Focal Length 5.5 m

MAX & min top 
diameters

0.36 & 1.1 m

MAX and min 
mirror Length (2 
reflections)

408 & 220 mm

Coating Pt + C overcoating

Wall Thickness 3 – 1.7 mm
Number of mirror 
shells /module

55

Total Weight 900 kg (3 modules 
including structure)

WFXT Telescope Configuration 
(Murray, 2011)

Murray: WFXT 795

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. WFXT Design Concept: (a) Three co-aligned X-ray telescope/instrument modules, (b) Overall mir-
ror e↵ective area for the three telescopes

several X-ray missions (e.g., Einstein, ROSAT,
XMM-Newton and Chandra).

The enabling technology to develop WFXT
is essentially in hand. The design of wide
field X-ray optics is well understood (Burrows,
Burg & Giacconi 1992). An early SiC pro-
totype mirror shell using epoxy replication
from a polished mandrel was fabricated in
1999 (Ghigo, et al. 1999), and tested at both
the Panter Facility of MPE and the XRCF at
NASA’s MSFC. This mirror achieved 10 arc-
sec (HEW) resolution over a full 1 degree field
of view. Since then there have been several
modifications to the fabrication process ulti-
mately evolving from replication to grinding
and polishing as new technologies have be-
come available. A more recent prototype glass
mirror shell is shown in Fig. 6. It was fabri-
cated at Brera and tested at Panter (Citterio,
et al. 2012). While the performance was only
about 17 arcsec HEW, constant across the 1
degree field of view (Fig. 6), this first test of
a new manufacturing process has been a crit-
ical test-bed for process development and im-
provement. Unfortunately this shell was dam-
aged during a handling accident at Brera while
it was being reworked. A new shell is in fab-
rication, and the lessons learned from the first
should lead to faster processing, and ultimately
to better performance. In parallel with the ef-
forts at Brera, there is a technology program

at MSFC studying thin nickel replica mirror
shells and possible nickel coated beryllium
shells as alternatives to glass.While more work
is needed to demonstrate the desired perfor-
mance for WFXT, there do not appear to be any
fundamental limits to prevent achieving them
provided there is adequate funding.

The X-ray CCDs needed for WFXT are
well within the current state-of-the-art. MIT
Lincoln Laboratory CCDs similar to those
flown on both Chandra, and more recently,
Suzaku meet the performance specifications
for WFXT, except for their size (Bautz, Foster
& Murray 2010). These CCDs are 1k x 1k de-
vices and for WFXT a 2k x 2k array (still with
25 micron pixels) is needed to cover the large
field of view with su�cient oversampling of
the PSF. CCDs of this size have been fabri-
cated routinely at Lincoln Labs and no new
technologies are needed. However, new mask
sets will need to be made and an engineering
run fabricated to verify and qualify the larger
devices. Alternatively, the rapid developments
in CMOS imaging arrays for X-rays may allow
their use in WFXT. The CMOS devices o↵er
several advantages over CCDs such as better
radiation hardness, lower operating power, and
simpler support circuitry (e.g., Janesick, et al.
2010, and references therein).

All of the spacecraft requirements for
WFXT have been either demonstrated or ex-



HEW across the FOV:
WFXT vs. eRosita
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eRosita

WFXT

N.B.: Aspect ratio WFXT = 0.07 – Aspect ratio eRosita = 0.16 



Survey capabilities 
comparison

ROSAT CHANDRA XMM eROSITA WFXT

GRASP @1 
keV
(cm2 deg2)

300 50 240 750 4400

HEW 
@2/3 FOV
(arcsec)

30 3 20 30 5

MERIT 
FACTOR 
(cm2 deg2

/ arcsec2)

0.3 5.5 0.6 0.83 176

GRASP = on-axis Aeff x 0.75 * FOV  

MERIT FACTOR FOR SURVEY= GRASP / HEW2

15



Sensitivity
• WFXT sensitivity 

provides orders of 
magnitude increase 
over other missions

• The good angular 
resolution easily 
identifies extended 
sources and avoids
confusion

CREDITS: P. Rosati



ATHENA: small degradation of the 
angular resolution off-axis 
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Wolter-Schwarzschild (W-S) obeys Abbe 
sine condition

Use of a small mirror/focal length 
aspect ratio + optimized mirror 
profile

IMAGER with 40 arcmin diameter 
FOV at 5” arcsec on average
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TECHNOLOGY PREPARATION FOR THE L2 MISSION: ATHENA

Athena is a next-generation X-ray space observatory designed to study the hot, million-degree
Universe (e.g. supermassive black holes, evolution of galaxies and large-scale structures, and matter
under extreme conditions).

Athena will offer spatially-resolved X-ray spectroscopy and deep wide-field X-ray spectral imaging with
performance greatly exceeding that offered by current X-ray observatories. It will open the door to
new scientific observations requiring high spectral resolution (2.5 eV) imaging with large area and low
background. Its instrumentation will consist of a Wide Field Imager (WFI) and a cryogenic X-ray
spectrometer called the X-ray Integral Field Unit (X-IFU).

Left: The Athena spacecraft (Phase 0 design): a 12-m telescope with the Mirror Assembly Module
containing the Silicon Pore Optics (SPO) Mirror Modules and the Science Instrument Module
containing the instrumentation. Right: The complete mirror is shared between two instruments with
the help of a mechanism. Credit: ESA Concurrent Design Facility

The technology development activities for this mission are focussed on the critical elements that are
either completely novel or have never been applied in a similar application or environment. These
elements will need to have achieved a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 5/6 at the time of mission
adoption.

For Athena, these activities are mainly focussed on the development of the X-ray optics and the
required cryogenic chain for X-IFU. In addition, there are also a number of bespoke spacecraft
technologies that also need dedicated activities to increase their TRL.

X-RAY OPTICS

Athena will solve the existing mass-area-resolution challenge by using novel telescope optics to focus

30-May-2019 14:09 UT

Shortcut URL
http://sci.esa.int/jump.cf
m?oid=59746

Related Links
Athena at ESA

Athena community
support portal

Related Publications
European Space Agency
Science Programme
Technology
Development Plan
Programme of Work for
2019
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W-S design with HEW on average < 1“ with a 10 arcmin 
diameter FOV thanks to the small aspect ratio
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Focal length = 5.5m

STAR-X (NASA GSFC, 2017)è Design 
directly derived from WFXT 2011



Riccardo’s moral testament!
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“Contrary to the point of view 
expressed by several astronomers, I 
am confident that we still are in a 
discovery era. Given that the physical 
nature of 97% of the matter in the 
Universe is still unknown, I believe 
there is ample room for frontline 
research that will provide as many 
surprises as have occurred in the last 
decades. 

I am therefore certain that in the next 
50 years x-ray astronomy will reach 
new heights. I hope the new 
generation of astronomers will have 
the opportunity to Learn-Think-Plan 
and Do as we have had.“

Mem. S.A.It. Vol. 84, 472
c� SAIt 2013 Memorie della

R. Giacconi

Johns Hopkins University, Department of Physics and Astronomy 3400 N. Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21218 USA, e-mail: giacconi@jhu.edu

Abstract. Remarks on the history of x-ray astronomy. The successes of x-ray astronomy
were not a fluke, but the result of the bounty of Nature, the aspirations of many people, a
fairly rigorous and methodical research e↵ort, and the development of new technology and
new operational approaches. In the last 50 years we have made great steps in our physical
understanding of what the x-rays have shown us. We have made a progress of 10 billions in
sensitivity. We have developed the know-how and the methods to build even more powerful
observatories that will carry us into the next 50 years of discovery and understanding.

Key words. X-ray astronomy

1. Introduction

The last fifty years have seen a rapid develop-
ment of observational x-ray astronomy from
the discovery of the first extra solar x-ray
source Sco X-1, to the detection of celestial
objects 10 billion times fainter. This remark-
able improvement has allowed detection and
study of the x-ray emission from all known
celestial objects and has opened to our view
the high energy universe, from the formation
of young stars to the study of the most dis-
tant clusters of galaxies and AGNs. The story
of the early beginning of x-ray astronomy has
been very well described by Richard F. Hirsh in
his PhD Thesis (Hirsh 1979) and summarized
in his book “Glimpsing an Invisible Universe”
(Hirsh 1985). A more personal view was given
in “The X-ray Universe” by Tucker & Giacconi
(1985) and in “Secrets of the Hoary Deep” by

Send o↵print requests to: R. Giacconi

Giacconi (2008). I thought that the most useful
contribution I could give to this meeting, de-
signed to celebrate fifty years of accomplish-
ments and to look to fifty years in the future,
would be to attempt to clarify some confusion
about the past and to express my hopes for the
future of the discipline.

2. Opportunities in x-ray astronomy

Given that x-rays can not penetrate the Earth’s
atmosphere, one can set the start of interest
in exploring the sky in x-rays to the develop-
ment of the V-2 rockets during War World II
and more clearly to the launch of Sputnik on
October 4,1957.

The Naval Research Laboratory group led
by Herbert Friedman made use in 1948 of V-
2 rockets, captured by US troops in Germany,
to investigate the radiation producing the ion-
ization of the Earth’s atmosphere with the


